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TESTS ON THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF PRECAST
FLOORS AT SUDDEN REMOVAL OF AN EXTERIOR
SUPPORT
Bj6rn Engstr6m, M.Sc., Research Ass., Division
of Concrete Structures, Chalmers university of
Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden
In the design of precast buildings against
progressive collapse, it may be favourable to
provide for alternative load-bearing systems
which can be activated in case of structural
damage. The transformation froro an ordinary to
an alternative path of bearing will be accompanied by dynamic effects and a non-linear
behaviour, which may complicate an accurate
design.
A simple well-definea collapse mechanism was
studied experimentally. Longitudinal strips of
precast floors were exposed to sudden reroovals
of an exterior support. It was possible to
take advantage of the ductile behaviour of the
intermediate floor connection and achieve
alternative load-bearing by cantilever action.
However, considerable plastic rotations
occurred in the connection.
A theoretical approach is suggested for the
analysis of this and similar coJlapse mechanisms. The calculations were always in good
agreement with the observed behaviour of the
test specimens, although the tie connections
were characterized by load-displacement
relationships based on experiences from tests
with static loading.
Keyworcls: Progressive colJapse, precast
structures, alternative bearing, tie
cormections, duet ili ty, dynamic
behaviour.

1.

DESIGN AGAINST PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE

l .1

Stzategy for the design

In~ precast concrete building the indivjdual structural elements
are joined and conr1e.cted in ordcr to forrr. a cornpl eted structural
system. The structure must pos sess a certain integrjty and
rohustness in order to reroain stable also in case of accidental
loading oz ether extreme actions. If the structural system is
damaged by accident, the consequences should he lj_mite<l to a
reasonable extent in proportion to the orj.ginal cause / 1/.
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Two design approaches are normally pointed out in the common
building codes, besides the possibilities to reduce the risk of
accidental actions as such by introduction of control systems,
protections etc.
The building can be designed in order to resist probable accidental loads.
- The building can be designed in order to withstand the occurrence of a primary damage in the structural system without an
uncontrolled extension of the damage.
The approaches can be adopted separately or in combination in
one and the same building. The respective design values of
accidental loads and dimensions of primary damages are normally
stated in the codes.
The second approach implies that the overall structural stability
must be preserved after the occurrence of the primary damage.
Furthermore, a local alternative load-bearing system must bridge
over the darnaged area. The local bridging system is essential in
order to prevent an uncontrolled extension of the darnage. In
this respect it is most important to prevent structural members
from falling, thus initiating further damage by debris loading.
An alternative load-bearing system may be formed, for instance,
by non-bearing elements which take over the load from the
damaged structural members. However, an alternative load-bearing
system may also be comprised by ordinary structural members
acting in an alternative mode of behaviour.
In the design with regard to accidental action and against
progressive collapse, it is normally allowed to take advantage
of large deformations and large displacements, and to use
increased strength values compared with ordinary design in the
ultimate state.
1.2

Need for design methods

When a building is designed, according to the second approach
above, to be endurable in case of primary damage, alternative
load-bearing systems must be provided. As regards the design of
such alternative systems, a lot of questions will arise. For
instance, how favourable are the possibilities to take advantage
of strength reserves, ceformability and ductility? Can tie bars
designed for ordinary actions even provide sufficient resistance
in collapse situations or should additional ties be provided?
Should the tie bars be distributed in the structure or rather
concentrated to important zones? What tie arrangement of different alternative ones will be the most efficient in collapse
situations?
In order to answer the above questions, relevant collapse
mechanisms must be found and analysed, considering various
possible locations and dimensionsofa primary damage. Thus
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there is a need fora simple method for the analysis and design
of alternative load-bearing systems.
In this paper a simple theoretical approach for the design and
analysis of alternative load-bearing systems will be presented
together with test results from an uncomplicated and welldefined collapse mechanism.
2.

DYNAMIC TESTS ON AN ALTERNATIVE LOAD-BEARING SYSTEM

2.1

Aim of the experimental study

A test series was carried out on precast floor strips as they
were exposed to sudden removals of an exterior support. The
intent~on was to achieve alternative load-bearing by cantilever
action of the floor by utilization of the ductile behaviour of
the floor connection at the adjacent intact support, see Pig. 1.
The test specimens were detailed in arder to achieve an uncomplicated and well-defined collapse mechanism.
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Fig. 1

Test arrangement

The aim of the test was mainly to check the applicability of a
theoretical approach, which has been proposed for the analysis
and design of alternative load-bearing systems in partially
damaged precast structures. The evaluation of the test results
was made in accordance with this approach and is presented in
section 3, while the generalized design method is presented in
section 4.
The transformation from an ordinary to an alternative mode of
behaviour will be accompanied with dynamic effects, which must
be considered in the analysis and design. It was therefore of
special interest to examine whether it was appropriate in the
theoretical approach to characterize the tie connections by
load-displacement relationships based on experiences from tests
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with static loading. Besides, it was also interesting to study
the dynamic behaviour of the collapse mechanism in general, and
check whether the anchorage of tie bars into the precast elements
would be affected by the dynamic action.
In the test series, the floor connections were provided either
with wholly anchored tie bars, from ribbed or smooth reinforcing
bars, or with intentionally slipping tie bars. In this paper,
only the tests of the first type will be presented. For the
remaining tests and complementary information reference is made
to /2/.
2.2

Test specimen and test arrangement

The test specimens were formed by longitudinal strips of precast
hollow core floors. Each strip consisted of one short,
11 = l.s · m, and one long, 12 = 3.0 m, hollow core element, which
were mounted one after the other on three supports 2.12 m above
the laboratory floor, see Fig. 1. At the middle support the two
elements were connected by longitudinal tie bars which were
placed straight across the transverse joint and anchored by
concreting in the adjacent cores of the elements. A concrete of
grade K25 was used both for the anchorage of the tie bars and
for the joint fill in the transverse joint. The strength of the
joint concrete, determined by compression tests on 150 mm cubes,
was in average about 32 MPu.
In order to make sudden removals of the outermost support
possible, the free end of the long element was suspended from a
steel frame in such a way that the support function was provided.
A movable hook was hinged to the frame and provided with a lever
arm of considerable length. The element was attached to the hook
by means of a loop which was fixed to the element and protruding
from the top face. Thus, the support function could be suddenly
released by a distinct transverse movement of the hook.
The long element was placed just at the edge of the interior
support beam, in such a way that no direct support was provided,
see Fig. 1. As the aim of the tests was to check a theoretical
approach for the analysis and design of collapse mechanisms,
this solution was preferred to standard solutions appearing in
practice. The reason was that the collapse mechanism was welldefined and easy to model accurately.
Another deviation from practice was obtained by a plastic sheet
which was glued to the short end of the long floor element in
arder to debond the joint interface. The plastic sheet covered
the entire end face of the element except from the two cores
where the tie bars were placed. Asa result, the resistance of
the connection was mainly determined by the tie bars.
The tie bars were made from ordinary reinforcing bars of type
Ks40 or Ss26 according to Swedish standards. Type Ks40 stands
fora high bond, ribbed, hot-rolled bar with a minimum yield
stress of 390 MPa. Type Ss26 stands fora smooth, hot-rolled bar
of mild steel with a minimum yield stress of 260 MPa. The smooth
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tie bars were provided with end-hooks whereas the ribbed bars
had straight ends. The actual strength properties, determined
from tensile tests, are presented in Table 1 for the different
test specimens.
Table 1

Test
No.

Strength properties of the tie bars

Number of
tie bars type

Anchorage
size
ep

[mm]

f

sy

f

stu

[MPa]

[MPa]

€:

s,lim

61

2

Ss26

16

380

552

0.184

end-hooks

62

2
4

Ss26
Ss26

10
8

353
374

468
509

0.189
0.188

li

2

Ks40

16

494

758

0.139

band

67

where

= yield strength
sy
fstu = ultimate strength
f

Because of various amount of additional concrete, the total
weight of the cantilevering element and the location of the
centre of gravity could vary somewhat between the tests. The
actual weight and position of the centre of gravity were estimated by calculation and are presented in Table 3.
The vertical distance between the outermost end of the cantilevering element and the laboratory floor was measured at each
obtained state of equilibrium and in the original, undeflected
position. The distance was measured by hand by means of a
measuring stick. Furthermore, the initial time-displacement
relationship for the same end of the test specimen was recorded
by means of a SO mm inductive gauge which was connected to an
UV-photografic recorder, The aim was to check whether the
support removal was distinct and fast enough. It was concluded
from the evaluation of these measurements that the support
removals always could be regarded as sudden in the theoretical
approach.
2.3

Test results

The tests were initiated by the sudden r.emoval of the outermost
support. The long floor element was then free to deflect acting
as a cantilever and, accordingly, the floor connection at the
intermediate support was loaded in negative bending. Asa
result, the debonded joint interface opened up and the tie bars
were forced to elongate. The lang element was rotating around
the edge of the internal support bearn without any tendency of
sliding.
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In all the tests it was possible to obtain a deflected state of
equilibrium after some plastic rotation in the floor connection.
After measurements in the obtained state of equilibrium, the
free end of the long element was carefully lifted back to the
original position and attached to the hook again. However, the
plastic elongation of the floor connection under the previous
deflection was still remaining and was noted as a gap at the
joint interface.
The support was once more released. The cantilevering element
was now rotating freely until the gap, after some rotation, was
closed at the bottom fibre of the joint section. Then the tie
bars were suddenly exposed to tensile forces. If a deflected
state of equilibrium was achieved once more, the vertical
displacement was always bigger than after the first support
removal. The procedure was repeated as many times as possible.
The measurements of the vertical end displacement are put
together in Table 2.
Table 2

Test
No.

61
62
67

*

**
***

Vertical displacement of the outermost end of the
cantilevering floor element at each deflected state of
equilibrium.

Vertical end displacement a
Support
release:

1st

2nd

3rd

90
565
75

380

1150*

**

235

610

[mm]
4th

***

Not possible to replace because of excessive plastic
deformations
The outermost end hit the floor. The other end was
still tied at the intermediate support
The tie bars ruptured

The tests showed that it was possible to take advantage of the
ductile behaviour of the floor connection and even achieve
deflected states of equilibrium in an alternative mode of
behaviour.
3•

EVALUATION OP TEST RESULTS

3.1

Model for the anlysis

In all the tests, the displacements of the cantilevering floor
element seemed to be determined by the deformations of the floor
connection at the intermediate support. Other deformations of
the collapse mechanisms were negligible in comparison. The
deformations of the floor connections were always concentrated
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at the debonded joint section, which successively opened up
during the rotation of the floor element. Accordingly, it is now
assumed that the concrete elements can be regarded as perfectly
rigid in the analysis.
Thus, the collapse mechanism can be described as the long floor
element which is rotating around the edge of the internal
support beam. The element is exposed to a driving force Q, which
is equal to the weight of the element, Q = m•g. The driving
force acts with constant intensity during the deflection course.
The motion of the rotating element is counteracted by the action
of the floor connection at the intermediate support. This action
varies during the deflection course.
For the analysis of the collapse mechanism, the global behaviour
of the floor connection is of interest rather than the properties
of the tie bar. The behaviour of the floor connection is now
characterized by a relationship between the tensile force N in
the tie arrangement and the elongation å of the connection at
the tie bar level. It is assumed that load-displacement relationships based on experience from tensile tests with static loading
/3/ can be adopted in the analysis.
The basic behaviour of different types of tie connections
between concrete elements has been examined in previous investigations at Chalmers University of Technology /3/. It was then
of special interest to study the connections at large imposed
deformations resulting in a non-linear behaviour. The test
methods and test results are presented in /3/ together with
proposed forrnulas which can be used for estimation of the
ultimate deformation capacity of tie connections.
Some typical relationships received from static tensile tests on
tie connections are presented in Fig. 2. The area which is
bounded by the tensile force graph in the load-displacement
relationship represents the strain energy Wint of the tie
connection. It was found from the static tensile tests that tie
connections provided with wholly anchored ties from reinforcing
bars Ks40 or Ss26 had a strain energy capacity which in average
could be expressed as
W.

int, max

=

0. 92 N

max • ou

(1)

Furthermore, those connections could be characterized by simplified schematic relationships of the same shape, see Fig. 3a.
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Load-displacement relationships from tensile tests on
tie connections according to /3/
a. Ribbed tie bars, Ks40
b. Smooth tie bars of mild steel, Ss26, provided with
end-hooks
Note the different scales on the axes.

· In the actual analysis two alternative schematic load-displacement relationships are adopted, the simplified bilinear relationship and amore accurate trilinear relationship, cf. Fig. 3a
and b.
The more accurate trilinear relationship takes into account the
elastic deformation and the actual value of the yield capacity,
see Fig. 3b. The following values of the elastic elongations aå
u
are now adopted in the analysis.
Tests No. 61 and 62:
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b

Schematic load-displacement re l ationships describing
the behaviour of tie connections with wholly anchored
tie bars of type Ks40 or Ss26
a. Simplified bilinear relationship proposed in /3/
b. More accurate trilinear relationship

These values have been estimated on the basis of measured strain
distributions on tie bars from the static tensile tests on
similar types of tie connectio ns as in the actual tests. The
values are uncertain, but will still constitute reasonable
estimates.
With those values of aou fix e d, the value of e in the tri l inear
relationship can be calculated under the assumption that the
condition (1) should be fulfilled.
The various individual load-displacement relationships can now
be established by introducing actual values of the yield load
Ny, the maximum l oad Nmax and the ultimate e longation åu. The
ult i mate elongation of the tie connections is calculated according to the principles in /3/. However, for the connections
provided with smooth tie bars of type Ss26 the basic value of
the elongation capacity is reduced by a factor 0.5, in order t o
cons ide r the reduc ed de f ormability in case of rotation.
The driving force Q, the geometrical parameters lqo and d,
repr esenting the· application p oints of the actual forces , and
the characteristics of the floo r connections are all essential
parameters for the description o f the col lapse me chanisms . These
parameters are pre sented in Table 3 for the various test setup s.

al

Table 3

Test
No.

61
62
67

Parameters describing the collapse mechanisms for the
various test specimens

Tie connection characteristics

Ny
[kN]

Nmax
[kN]

153
131
199

222
176
305

Ny /Nmax

0

u

[mm]
118
120
62.8

0.689
0.744
0.653

[kN]

Geometry
d
1 0
[~]
[m]

13.4
13.3
14.7

1.40
1.40
1.49

Driving
force Q

0.140
0.133
0.132

lqO and d are defined from Fig. 4
The bridging effect of the alternative load-bearing system can
be regarded as a resistance R, defined as the ability of the
system to balance a driving force which is acting at the centre
of gravity. The resistance will vary with the deflection, and
can be expressed as a function of the vertical displacement a
of the driving force, R(a).
v
V

In order to analyse the dynamic effects during the deflection
course, the collapse mechanism is regarded as an one-degree-offreedom system, according to Fig. 4.
A deflected state of equilibrium can only be possible if the
velocity of the rotating floor element equals zero. This condition can be expressed as

da

-dt V =

( 2)

0

The condition (2) will be fulfilled if the internal energy of
the system equals the external energy during the deflection
course, i.e.

wint = wext

(3)

The internal energy which is related to a certain displacement av
of the driving force will be constituted by the strain energy of
the floor connection under the corresponding imposed elongation
c. The external energy can be expressed as the driving force
times its vertical displacement. Thus, the condition (3) can be
rewritten as
0

! N(c}do = Q•a
0

V

(4)
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Model for the analysis
a. The collapse mechanism
b. Corresponding one-degree-of-freedom system.

The efficiency of tie connections under imposed elongations will
depend on the strain energy development. The efficiency fora
certain elongation o can be expressed by a dimensionless parameter ~(o).
~ ( 0)

w.

t(o)

= Nin •o
max

(5)

When the load-displacement relationship for the floor connection
is known, the following alternative formulation according to (5)
can be adopted
(6)
The values of 6 and av in (4) and (6) should belong to the same
state of deflection. The following geornetrical relationships are
used in the analysis
1 0

= ~
1
where

a

=

a

(7}

vertical displacement of the outerrnost end of the
floor element
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arcsin
0

= 2d sin(

0

- d a1

2

a

Tl

(Ba)
(Bb)

However, the condition of energy equilibrium (6) is necessary
but not sufficient in order to state whether a deflected state
of equilibriurn is possible to obtain. The velocity of the
deflected system will be v = 0 when (6) is fulfilled. In addition, the following condition of static equilibrium must be
fulfilled. Otherwise, the system is under acceleration and will
continue to deflect.
N (o

max
1
q

where

0

1

3.2

)d
(9)

max

= elongation of the connection when

q

=

(6)

is ful-

filled
actual horizontal projection of the distance
between the driving force and the rotation axis

Analysis of the test results

It is interesting to examine whether a design of alternative
load-bearing systems can be based on the energy equilibrium
condition, expressP.d according to (4) or (6}, and if tie connection characteristics based on experience from tensile tests
with static loading can be adopted in the calculations.
For each support removal realized in the tests, external energy
was released. The actual value can be determined by rneans of the
measurements on the end deflection, a, in the obtained state of
equilibrium. The following expression is derived using (7)
(10)
where a i s the vertical end displacement of the cantilevering
floor element (measured value}.
The corresponding elongation o, at the tie bar level, of the
f loor connection can be calculated according to (8).
In the evaluation of the test results, the measured value of the
external energy according to ( 10) i.s compared wi th the calculated
values of the strain energy. The internal energy is calculated
both by a simplified and amore accurate procedure.
In the simplified analysis, the floor connection is characterized by the schematic bilinear load-displacement relationship
according to Fig. 3a, and the elongation of the connection is
calculated with the approximate expression (8b). In the more
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accurate analysis the trilinear load-displacement relationship
in Fig. 3b is adopted for better approximation of the real
behaviour and the elongations are calculated according to (Ba).
In the tests with repeated support removals, the calculations
are carried out for each of them. Under the rotation to a
deflected state of equilibriurn plastic elongations were obtained
in the floor connections. Thus, when the floor element was
replaced to the original horizontal position fora repetition of
the test procedure, the connection had a remaining plastic
elongation, which must be considered in the analysis.
The remaining plastic elongation oo is now assumed to be equal
to the total observed elongation in the previous deflected state
of equilibrium. The strain energy capacity is reduced in accordance, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

N

1,0

I
f

I

0,2

f

...-received state
of equilibrium

I

Wint,r(O).

0
0

5u

1,0

Ou
b

a

Fig. 5

Remaining strain-energy capacity Wint r in case of
repeated support removal, where oo = plastic elongation
obtained in the previous deflected state of equilibrium.
a. Schematic bilinear load-displacement relationship
b. Schematic trilinear l oad-displacement relationship.

Results of the analysis, carried out according to the principles
presented above, are put together in Fig. 6. The calculated
values of the internal energy fora certain elongation 6 o f the
floor connection are compared with the observed values of the external energy which was released under the corresponding
deflection a of the driving force.
V
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Comparison between calculated values of the internal
energy Wint and observed values af external energy Wext
for corresponding deflected states of equilibrium
a. According to the simplified analysis
b. According to the more accurate analysis.

As appears from the figures, the calculated values of the
internal energy are all in good agreement with the observed
values of the external energy. In the simplified analysis the
deviations are all within 15%, while in the more accurate
analysis the deviations are within 5%. All the calculations,
irrespective of the adopted method of analysis, give as result
the correct mode of behaviour as observed in the tests, i.e.
deflected state of equilibrium, rupture of the tie bars, or
deflection larger than the free space above the laboratory
floor. In the last case the outermost end of the element hit the
floor but the other end was still tied at the intermediate
support.
4.

APPROACH FOR THE DESIGN OF ALTERNATIVE LOAD-BEARING
SYSTEMS

4.1

Limitations and validity

The theoretical approach which will be presented in the following
is aimed for the design of alternative load-bearing systems in
precast structures. The applicability is limited to systems
which can be characterized as cantilever systems. The resistance
of the system should be determined by the tensile action of tie
connections only. The imposed elongations of the tie connections
should be caused by the rotation of the cantilever system around
one well-defined axis.
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When the cantilever system is composed of interacting structural
elements, the connections between the elements must have sufficient strength and rigidity to keep the integrity of the system.
The design approach is not applicable to collapse mechanisms
including joint slips or suspension action, as in catenary
systems. However, the method can be extended to cover also those
cases if the design formulas are expressed accordingly. The
design of catenary systems with the proposed method is exemplified in /4/.
4.2

Estimation of the dynamic resistance

Consider a precast building with a partial damage of the structural system. A system of interacting precast elements forms a
composed cantilever above the damaged area. A driving force Q is
acting at the centre of gravity of the cantilevering system. The
driving force is constituted by gravity forces, i.e. the weight
of the elements, and working loads.
Under the action of the driving force, the cantilevering system
tends to rotate, but the rotation is counteracted by tie connections when they are forced to elongate.
~Such a cantilever system is exemplified in Fig. 7. Full-scale
tests on this type of alternative load-bearing systems were
reported in /5/.

®

©
l

h

a

Fig. 7

b

Example of an alternative load-bearing system acting as
a composed cantilever above the damaged area
a. Assumed partial damage in a stabilizing gable wall
b. Model for the alternative load-bearing sy~tem.
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In the design approach, the elements are now assumed to be
perfectly rigid. Hence, there will be a simple geometric relationship between the vertical displacement av of the driving
force and the elongations Oi of each tie connection i. For small
rotations the following approximative expression can be adopted
( 11)

where

=radialdistance between the rotation axis and tie
connection i

1.

l.

= horizontal projection of the radial distance
between the rotation axis and the driving force
in the undeflected state

Q

The resistance of the cantilevering system is defined as the
ability to withstand a driving force acting at the centre of
gravity. Fora certain rotation of the cantilever system and a
corresponding v~rtical displacement a of the driving force, the
static resistance will be
v
(12)

where

1

q

= actual horizontal projection of the radial

o.] .

distance between the rotation axis and the driving
force Q
is determined by (11}
,.•

For estimation qf - the dynamic resistance it is now convenient to
introduce a formal value of the maximum static resistance in the
undeflected state
R

max

where R
.
max,1

1= -1 qO

=

E N

. • l.

max,1

1.

=

E R

.

max,1.

{13)

contribution to R
from tie connection i
max

This value is formal as the tie connections are contributing
with maximum capacities simultaneously and without any displacement of the cantilever system. In the real situation the
tie connections may rupture ane after the other, depending on
the locations and the mutually deformability.
The dyn amic resistance must be related to a certain state of
displocement. Hence, the designer has to choose a maximum
displacement av max, for which the deflected state of equilibrium should ~e obtained. The value of av max must be established with due regard to free space for displacements, elongation capacities of the respective tie connections, and a
desire.d safety level. The dynamic resistance Rdyn (av max> states
the maximum driving force Qdyn which can be briaged fn case of
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support removal, if the vertical displacement of the driving
force should be limited to a
•
v ,max
The dynamic resistance can be calculated by means of the condition o f energy equilibrium according to (6).
Qd

where

yn

•a

=

v,max

E

~

( o.

i,max

) N i,max
.
• o.
i,max

( 14)

o.
is determined by (11) fora = a
•
i,max
v
v,max

By introducing the geometrical relationshi.p (11), the dynamic
resistance Rd (a
) can be derived from (14)
yn v,rnax

Rdyn (av, max>

1.
0
= E~ ( i ,max) 1;~· Nrnax, i

(15)

=

( 16)

or by means of (13)
Rd

yn

(a

v,max

)

L {

(o .
)R
.
i,max
rnax,i

Hence, the dynamic resistance can be regarded as a reduced value
of the maximum static resistance according to (13), where the
contributions from the resp ec tive tie c onnections have been
reduced by efficiency factors ~(oi,max>. The efficiency ~(o)
will always, according to the definition (2), be less than or
equal to 1. The actual value depends on to what extent the
elongation capacity o . of the respective tie connections is
utilized.
u,i
In addition to (16) the following condition of staticequilibrium
must be fulfilled in the deflected state. Otherwise, the system
is under acceleration and will continue t o deflect.
( 1 7)

where R
(a
) is determined by (12).
stat v,max
The formulas (16) and (17) are appropriate to use in the design
of alternative load-bearing systems. In the next section the
design approach will be exemplified on the test specimen. Other
examples of application are presented in /4/ and /6/.
4.3

Comparison with test results

When the design approach in 4. 2 is applied to the t est specirnens,
the following expressions are der ived.
Maximurn static resistance, f ormal value according to (13)
R

max

=

d

lqO

N

max

(18)
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Dynamic resistance, according to (16)
R

dyn

(a

v I max

)

=

~

"

( omax ) -1 d

qo

N

{19)

max

The dynamic resistance is related to a certain vertical displacement, av max• for which the deflected state of equilibrium
should be obt~ined. In order to check the accuracy of the design
method, this final displacement is now chosen as equal to the
actual displacement which was obtained in the tests at the first
support removal. The corresponding dynamic resistance is calculated by means of (19) for the various test specimens, and
compared with the actual driving force Q. For an appropriate
design method those values should be reasonable equal.
The calculations are carried out with two alternative assumptions
as regards the load-displacement characteristics for the floor
connections, according to Fig. 3a and 3b respectively. The
efficiency ~(omax) is calculated according to the expression (5)
for the respective load-displacement relationships. The results
of the calculations are put together in Table 4.
Table 4

Comparison between the calculated dynamic resistance
Rdyn and the actual driving force Q fora certain
deflected state of equilibrium obtained in the tests.
å

Test
No.

61
62
67
61
62
67

Q

[kN]
13.4
13.3
14.7

a

[mm]
90
565
75

0

max

[mm]
4.2
25.2
3.3

max

-ru
0.036
0.210
0.052

Floor connection characteristics

s {0max)

Rdyn

Q

Rdyn

[kN]

"bilinear"
(Fig. 3a}

0.618
0.705
0.626

13.7
11.8
16.9

0.978
1.127
0.870

"tril inear 11
(Fig. 3a)

0.631
0.744
0.544

14.0
12.9
14.7

0,957
1.031
1. 00

As appears from Table 4, the calculated values of the dynamic
resistance are in good agreement with the actual driving forces.
The deviations of the calculated values are all within 15% when
the calculations are based on the simplified load-displacement
relationship, and within 5% when the more accurate trilinear
relationship is adopted. In all the cases the calculated value
of the static resistance in the deflected state, according to
(17), exceeds the driving force.
It is interesting to examine also the maximum dynamic resistance
of the tested cantilever systems. The maximum resistance is
deterrnined with the assumption that the entire elongation
capacity of the floor connection is utilized. However, for the
tests No. 61 and No. 62 the calculated maximurn resistance is
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only of theoretical interest. In the real test arrangement the
corresponding deflection would have been too large with regard
to the free space. As comparison, the dynamic resistance is also
calculated with the assumption that only half the elongation
capacity is utilized. The results of the calculations are
presented in Table 5.
Table 5

Calculated dynamic resistance for the test specimens
with different assumptions as regards the utilized
deformability

Assurnptions
for the
calculations
Test
No.
61
62
67

Maximum
resistance
Plastic,
;:::
c5
å
u
max
~

R

dyn

P;Lastic,

li
li

20.4
15.4
24.9

max

"bi linear"
relationship
~

[kN]
0.92

cS

=

0.5å

"trilinear"
relationship
~

R

dyn

[kN]
0.84

"n

Elastic,
aå
0
max =
u

u

R

dyn

~

[kN]

[kN]

18.6
14.0
22.7

0.845
0.843
0.829

I

18.8
14.1
22.4

Rdyn

0.5

"
H

6.65
5.04
8.11

With the assumption that the maximum elongation is limited to
half the elongation capacity, the calculations based on the
bilinear respectively the trilinear relationship give about the
same results. When the entire elongation capacity is utilized,
the respective calculations give exactly the same result.
The number of tests are limited, but still the calculations
indicate that the sensitivity for the assumed type of loaddisplacement relationship decreases with increasing utilization
of the deformability. It should also be noted that the dynamic
resistance increases only with about 10% when the utilized
elongation increases from half the capacity to the full
capacity.
As comparison, the dynamic resistance is also calculated with
the assumption that the floor connection should remain within
the elastic stage. Then the maximum tensile force must be
limited to the yield load Ny and the efficiency factor, according to the definition (5), will be ~ = 0.5. As obvious from the
results in Table 5, the dynamic resistance will now be considerably less than in the cases when the ductility is utilized.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

Some few tests were carried out on an uncomplicated and welldefined collapse mechanism. By means of repeated support removals
for one and the same test specimen, the basis for the evaluation
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was enlarged. The evaluation of the tests gave consistent
results. Some points of interest are listed below, even if it is
not possible to draw extensive and general conclusions from the
limited extent of experience.
•

It was possible to achieve alternative load-bearing by
cantilever action in a deflected state, utilizing the ductile
behaviour of the floor connections.

•

The angular deformations of the floor connections were always
concentrated at the precracked joint section, which opened up
gradually during the rotation of the cantilevering element.

•

The method of analysis, based on an energy equilibrium
condition, gave calculated results in a good agreement with
the observations.

•

The tensile behaviour of the floor connections seemed not to
be affected by the dynamic action which followed the sudden
release of the support. Thus, in the analysis the floor
connections could be characterized by load-displacement
relationships which were derived from tests with static
loading.

•

When a schernatic trilinear load-displacement relationship for
the floor connection was adopted in the analysis, the agreement between calculated and observed behaviour was very good.

•

In the design of the actual alternative load-bearing system,
taking advantage o f large deformability of the floor connection, it seemed appropriate to use a simplified bilinear
load-displacement relationship for the connection, neglecting
the initial elastic stage.

•

The proposed design approach seems to be fruitful, as it is
simple to use , but still considers the dynarnic effects and
the non-linear behaviour of tie connections.

•

Research efforts on this item should continue in order to
check the applicability of the proposed design method also on
other and more complicated alternative load-bearing systems,
and for other types of tie connections.
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